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Log-based Anomaly Detection with Deep Learning [1]

● Evaluation of five sota deep learning-based models
● Four public log datasets

“all the studied models do not always work well. The problem of log-based 
anomaly detection has not been solved yet.”

[1] https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.04301.pdf 2
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The Common Workflow [1]

● Log Parsing extracts event templates
● Log Grouping creates log sequences

of certain size
● Log Representation creates feature

vectors of sequences
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Log Parsing [1]

Three types of log parsing exist:

● Frequent pattern mining
● Clustering
● Heuristics (usually in the form of regular expressions)

Heuristics perform best in terms of accuracy and time efficiency.

Each log parser usually employs several steps, e.g., grouping by message length, token 
similarity counting.

Many existing solutions—see https://github.com/logpai/logparser.

More information on parsing: https://jiemingzhu.github.io/pub/pjhe_dsn2016.pdf
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Log Representation [1]

Sequential Vectors

● reflect the order of log events in a window

Quantitative Vectors

● hold the occurrence of each log event in a log window

Semantic Vectors

● capture the semantic meaning of the log message 
● created by language models
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Evaluation of existing models [1]

● Results heavily depend on data selection strategy (random or chronological
○ Randomly selecting data can cause data leakage (real pipeline can use only logs from the 

past, not the future)
● Overall, “the existing models are not evaluated comprehensively” 
● “LogRobust and CNN drop 37.2% and 36.2% with only 1% of noise, 

respectively.” –> DL models can lose their performance with only a small 
proportion of mislabelled logs
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Categorization of the Existing Pipeline

● Log Parsing
○ UNKNOWN

● Log Grouping
○ Sliding window 15 minutes wide

● Log Representation
○ USE (language model) => semantic vectors

● Anomaly Detection
○ HDBSCAN with MSTREAMS instead of a deep-learning model
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Supervised vs unsupervised

● Supervised would require lots of labeled data, which we don’t have
○ Could be partially acquired from past tickets
○ Even if the model learns to recognize a set of problems, new problems may emerge

● Unsupervised is a better option since it can adapt to live data easily without 
labels
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Unsupervised Models for Anomaly Detection Stage [2] 

Log anomaly detection approaches from https://jiemingzhu.github.io/pub/slhe_issre2016.pdf:

● Clustering
● PCA
● Association rule mining

○ a rule-based machine learning method for discovering interesting relations between variables in large databases

But also

● Self-organizing maps
● Isolation forest https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organizing_map#/media/File:Somtraining.svg

And more… https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.01941.pdf
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https://log-anomaly-detector.readthedocs.io/en/latest/model.html

● An existing solution ready to be deployed
● Requires evaluation—no paper is available
● ML core: Word2Vec + self-organizing map
● Allows extending the solution by adding custom anomaly detection algorithms
● Contains a Grafana dashboard

Can it be integrated into the
CERN’s infrastructure?

Should we consider Log Anomaly Detector?
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Anomaly Detection for the Centralised Elasticsearch 
Service at CERN
Although a slightly different use case, we can still learn from it.

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fdata.2021.718879/full

● Anomaly detection to detect issues in the Elasticsearch Service
● Uses several metrics for each Elasticsearch cluster
● “Each log entry is parsed with regular expressions

and categorised. The number of entries in each
category per time interval is then used as a metric,
each category corresponding to a different metric.”
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Questions answered

Of which parts does the general log anomaly detection pipeline consist?

How does the current solution correspond to the general pipeline?

Which direction to take—supervised or unsupervised?

Remaining questions
How do we evaluate the performance of our solution? 

Where is the training stage of the ML core on the following slide implemented? 
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Tools 

Anomaly detection in the CERN cloud infrastructure

Do you think the tools used in our new pipeline will be similar? 
Were there any shortcomings?
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